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Maintaining Status Quo in Iran
All troubles began to crumbling on Iranian people, in 1980, when Abol Hassan Bani Sadr
was selected to President Office, and he stated that lady’s hair has some kind of invisible
ray which will motivate a male person to follow a lady and male and female genders were
committing immoral act. Bani Sadr did not have scientific prove about his invisible ray
theory. Actually, he did not need any kind of prove for his above theory, he was seeking a
new venue to create state of fear in Iran, and the cleric regime has made illicit drugs more
accessible to public so public is always in dream land and not thinking about their future.
The cleric class is master of deception and fraud, and knows very well how to mislead
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people. In first stage of Marxist-Islamist riot of 1979, sign of god/ayatollah Talighani
promised that the new system would not impose hejab on Iranian lady. However, Bani
Sadr and his outlaw gang thought differently than Talighani.
Bani Sadr and his outlaw gang imposed hejab on Iranian lady by passing legislation in
parliament and making it compulsory for Iranian lady to wear hejab. Bani Sadr and his
outlaw gang destroyed everything that they were made by Pahlavi Dynasty. It was His
Majesty, King of Kings Reza PAHALVI the Great, who emancipated Iranian lady from
hejab, as well as, any kind of patriarchy value in Iranian society.
Nowadays, Bani Sadr does not reside in Iran, he is residing in France, and hoping French
ladies are not motivating him to follow them in a narrow and dark street, so he would
commit some kind of immoral act, and he would use his self-control and would show
respect to the ladies.
Bani Sadr left an Islamic dress code legacy for Iranian people to face for past 29 years,
and still Iranian people are living in harsh reality of Islamic dress code year after year.
Bani Sadr’s idea of eradicating immoral behavior failed. Recently, public became aware
the police chief, General Reza Zarei was paying visit to a cathouse in Tehran, and he was
caught red handed with six ladies.1 He was not arrested because the cleric regime is
enforcing the law; he was apprehended because of internal conflict.
The cleric regime has expanded their suppression on Iranian people by making illicit
drugs accessible to public, and their privacy of home is only place that Iranian people can
enjoy the life. Iranian people cannot go out and enjoy walking along the street. In case,
someone wants to walk on sidewalk, s/he would be subject to the cleric’s scrutiny. Thus,
Iranian people are relying on illicit drugs in Iran to enjoy their life under tyranny of
Islamic Republic in Iran and during “the last year an estimated 371,000 Iranians used
heroin, 928,000 used opium, and 1.9 million used hashish. Clearly, there are over 3
million Iranians who have used drugs during the previous 12 months, but only about 1.3
million of these used opiates, and most of that is opium, not heroin.
The exact numbers are unknown because the UNODC has not been active in Iran since
1999. For years, Iranian officials were said to be artificially raising and lowering their
drug usage figures to reflect improvements that didn't exist. Apparently, they're at it
again. Recent reports released by Iranian government agencies have shown sudden and
dramatic decreases in the number of drug abusers.
These figures have been dismissed by the international community as being propaganda
meant to show that President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is doing a good job. As in years
past, the large decrease in addicts is only on paper; it has nothing to do with the real
numbers. According to sources involved in the drug rehabilitation centers operating in
Iran, there has been no decrease in the number of addicts seeking treatment. Furthermore,
sources state that unemployment rates are significantly higher than reported by the
1

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/7350165.stm
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Iranian government and that the drug epidemic is causing a breakdown in social mores as
addicts become dealers, thieves, or pimps to support their habit.”2
In conclusion, the cleric regime is using Islamic dress code as a tool to cultivate fear in
heart of Iranian people so the cleric regime would be able to maintain their status quo in
Iran. There is one more trick in the cleric regime pocket by making illicit drugs accessible
to public and keeping Iranian people lazy and slumberous which is another method of the
cleric regime to maintain status quo in Iran.
Video Clip:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBklrFt4wyU
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http://www.metimes.com/International/2008/04/16/afghan_drugs_and_regional_addiction_rates/3754
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